Policy pathways towards
1.5-Degree Lifestyles
The transition ahead
With every day that passes, the world inches closer toward the 1.5 degree
climate target, and if emissions return to pre-pandemic levels, our global
1.5 degree carbon budget will be exhausted by 2030.
To achieve the necessary rapid transition, Europe has to go beyond
incremental efficiency improvements and systemically transform our way
of living into 1.5-Degree Lifestyles.
We are at a unique juncture. Inside and outside the European
Commission, support is growing for ambitious climate action, and
as our societies recover from the global tragedy of COVID-19, the
moment has come to find a new way of living which protects both
people and the planet. From bike lanes in Brussels to superblocks in
Barcelona, many of these changes have already begun. The willpower
is there – now is the time for swift, systemic action.
As the Green Deal indicates, at the European Commission, many policymakers
are ready to make the policy changes which are necessary for Europe to meet its
climate targets. From the Farm to Fork Initiative to the Renovation Wave to the New
Consumer Agenda, the European Union policy agenda is rich with opportunities to
introduce and strengthen policies which promote and enable 1.5-Degree Lifestyles.

The role of lifestyles
To achieve the ambitious climate targets, powerful lifestyle changes are necessary, and these changes must be just. This project brings together pioneering
policymakers with a shared goal of a climate-neutral Europe and provides them
with the support to radically reduce the carbon footprint of European lifestyles
through political momentum and systemic change.
Supported by the ZOE Institute, policymakers in this project will identify the gaps between European climate
ambitions and current lifestyle-related policy, and together we will map out pathways to fill those policy gaps in
a fair and just way. To ensure these policy ideas can become reality, ZOE will join policymakers in determining
routes to defend and advance 1.5-Degree Lifestyle policies.
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Over the course of this project, we will organize
Policy Labs, host workshops with policymakers,
and publish policy briefs, inviting policymakers
from different policy areas to co-develop fresh
policy scenarios and political strategies in key
areas of lifestyle carbon consumption such as
mobility, nutrition, and energy.

Get involved
Your personal experiences are invaluable in shaping the path forward.
Therefore, we invite you to participate in our co-creative workshops and Policy
Labs where we, you, and other policymakers can commonly lay the ground for
the equitable lifestyle policies needed to make the 1.5 degree target achievable.
Our policy lab format encourages the exchange of experiences and information and strives to provide a feeling
of empowerment and self-efficacy, bringing together well-practiced methods of co-creation and cutting-edge
research in the field of sustainability. Through this project, you will have the opportunity to connect across
different departments, identify the gaps between lifestyle policy and climate goals, and forge the
comprehensive policy solutions needed to bridge these gaps.

About ZOE
Actively integrating the experiences of policymakers into the creation of policy
solutions and engaging with their critiques and contributions are key principles of
ZOE’s work.
Since its foundation, the Institute has catalyzed new economic thinking using cocreative approaches by connecting policymakers and institutions across policy
areas to together create transformative policy solutions. ZOE can draw from a very
active policy history, including organizing path-breaking European Commission
Policy Labs or developing an online policy database on Sustainable Prosperity.

Are you interested in being involved?
Please get in touch!
Dr. Christoph Gran
E: christoph.gran@zoe-institut.de
H: www.zoe-institut.de
T: +49 160 976 88 034

